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0. Introduction 
Let k’i be the compact, l-connected, simple Lie group of type pi (i = 6,7,8). 
The cohomology H*(Ei; 2,) is not primitively generated (see Ill]). and hence 
the cohomology of the classifying space W*(B&; 2,) is not a polynomial algebra. 
The purpose of this paper is to determine the module structure of H*(BE7; Zz). 
That Of H*(B&; Z,) was determined in [I I] by a quite similar mcthoj to this 
paper. 
Let {h’&), d,.} be the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence with Z2-ccdfkient 
([ 17,181) associated with E7 such that 
E#T) = Cs!nrA_(ZZ, Zz) with A = H*(E,; Zz) , 
E_(E7) = Cr H*(BE7; Z,) . 
The method used here is to show that the Eilerdzfg-hloofe spectral sequence coi- 
lapses. 
In Section 1, we determine the Hopf algebra structure of H*(h7 , Z; ! and 
H*(fi& Z,) from that of H*(K6: Z,) (Theorem 1.8). In the next section, Secrib;l ?. 
we calculite CotorA(Zz, Z?), the E#+ternr of the spectral sequence, by making 
use of the twisted tensor product. In Section 3 we show that ET contains a subgroup 
Spin( 12), which will be used in Section 4 to determine H*(BE,; Zz) for * G 63. A 
complex representation of E7 discussed in Section 5 is then used to show collapsing 
of the spectral sequence in Section 5. Our main result is 
H*(BE7;Z2)1:Z2[X4rX6,X7’X,(),X,,,X18*X,9,XjqrX35, 
x66’x67’Y64’.y96’~112 9 l/R 
where R is the ideal generated by the elements given irl (2.9). 
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1. Hopf algebra structures of H*(E7 ; Z2) and H*(E8 ; Z2) 
kti:E6+E7andj:E7 -+ E8 be the natural inclusions considered in [2] and [3]. 
krtk=jOi:E&-+E8. 
Proposition 1.1. 
(1) H*(E,-; Z2) = Z, [x3] /(xi> @ A(x,, x9, xl59 xl79 x23) 3 
H*(E7;Z,)nz*[~3,Xs.~9]/(X:,X~,X~)~A(X*5~ X17 X23sX27)’ 
H*(E8;Z2)S z,[x,, x5, x9, x15]/(x:6,“~,,~,‘~5)~ A(x17’x23’x27,x29) ’ 
where degxi = i, ~5 = Sq2x3, ~9 = sq4x5, x17 = sq8X9,X23 = sq8JQ5, X27 = sq4X23. 
and x29 = Sq2x27. 
(2) i*(x,.) = x, and similarly for j* and k? Thus i*, j* and k* are sujective. 
(3) Sq’xs = x;; sq’x9 = x;. 
(4) X$Xj = 0 for (i, j) = (1,3), (2.5), (3,5) and (k,9) with 2 < k < 7. 
Proof. (1) and (2) are the results of [2], [3] and [20]. 
(3) follows from (1) and the Adem relation. 
(4) The all non-trivial primitive lements for dim < 17 are x3, x$ x!, x5, x$ x9, 
and hence Sqixj = 0 for the pairs (i, j) in (4) except (3,9), where Sq3x9 = Sql Sq2x9 = 0 
by the Adem relation. q 
Now it follows from this proposition 
(1*2) deg 15 deg 16 deg 17 
Ker i* .3 “5 
2 2 
x3x5 
Ker j* 5 x3 
Ker k* 5 3 x3’ x5 
2 2 
x3x5 xix5 l 
Notation. For a group G we denote by &the reduced iagonal map induced from the 
multiplication on 13; 
5 : ?i*(G; Zp) + i?“(G; ZIP) 8 +(G; Zp) . 
Let us recall 
Proposition 1.3 (Theorem 3.1 of [ 111). In If*@‘6 ; Z2) Xi 'S are primitive for i = 3,5, 
9,17 arjll&(xj)=xj_6 Bxf forj= 15 and 23. 
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Lemma 1.4. S&q5 = 0 in H*(E6; Z2). 
Proof. Since Sq1x3 = Sqlx9 = 0 in H*(E6; Z,), we have $(Sqlxls) = 0. Meanwhile, 
there are no non-trivial primitive elements in degree 16. Hence Sqlxj 5 = 0. 0 
Theorem 1.5. There is a suitable choice oj’generator x1 5 E ds *(Ey ; 252) (resp. 
H*(E8 ; Z2)) satisfying 
(1) i*(xls) = xl5 (resp. k*(x 5) =x15), 
(2) @XlS) =xS~x~tx963x3(resp.~(X~5)=x3@x~+~:j@x~+x9~x~). 
1 
Proof. It suffices to prove the theorem for the case H*(E8; Z,). We can choose an 
element xi5 E H*(Ee; Z2) so that k*xi, =x15, Sq1xi5 = 0 and Sq2xi5 =ax17 with 
a E Z2. Then by the naturality and the coassociativity we have 
Rx;s) = ax+x; + bx$@x3 +cx5@x; tdx+x5 t&px;. _ 
The relation p(Sqlxis) = 0 implies c = 0 and d = 1. Also $(Sq2xi5) = 0 does a = 0 
and b = 1. That is, 
&Ix;s) =x+3x3 tx; @X5 tx,G9xz,. 
Now we put xl5 =xis +x2 +-x2. Then k*x,s =x15 in H*(&; 22) and &x15) = 
x3Bx(:tx5@x~+xgcw5. El 
Remark 1.6. Sq2x15 = Sq2xi5 = ax17, a E 22. (A result of Thomas [20] implies 
a= 1.) 
Remark 1.7. We can takex23 =Sq8x15,x27 =Sq4Sq8x15,x~9 =Sq2Sq4Sq8x15 as 
generators of H*(Ei; Z,), (i = 6,7,8) for the new generator x 15 in the above Theorem 
1.5. 
As an immediate consequence we have 
Theorem 1.8. (1) III H*(E7 ; Z,), Xi ‘s are primitive for i = 3, 5,9, 17 and 
2 WX23)=Xs@X9 +XI~@X: 9 
$(X27)=X98x; +X178X:. 
(2) In H*(E, ; Z,), xi ‘s are primitive for i = 3, $9, 17 ar:d 
~(x*5)=x38x~ +x,%)x; +x$%x; 9 
~(x23)=x32m; txpx; tx17@x;, 
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Proof. (1) Primitivity of x3 induces that of x5 = Sq2xs, x9 = Sq4Sq2+, ~17 =: 
Sq%$$q2x3. Now applying Sq8 to $(xls) in Theorem 1.5 we obtain the form 
@x23) by the Cartan formula and by the relations of Proposition 1.1. Then applying 
Sq4 to $(x23) we obtain that of $(x2,), (cf. Remark 1.7). 
(2) Similar. Cl 
Remark I .% The above results were independently obtained by Toda [2 1 ] , where 
he made use of the cohomology structure of the classifying space of the 3-connective 
fibre space over Eim 
2. The E2-term of the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence 
Let (E,(E,), dr ) be the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence with Zz-coefficient 
associated with E7 such that 
(2.0 E2(E7) s CotorA (Z,, Z2) with A = H*(E,; Zz) , 
E,(E$ s Gr H*(BE,; 2,) . 
2 In this section we calculate the &-term of the spectral sequence. 
Let A = H*(E, ; Z2) be the Hopf algebra with the diagonal map @ induced from 
the multiplicat.on on ET. We shall construct an injective comodule resolution of 22 
over the coalgebra A following the method in [ 191. 
2 2 Define L to be the Z2-submodule of A generated by 1x3, x$ x5, x5, x9, x9, ~117, 
~15, x23, x27 1. Let 0 : A + L be the projection and c : L + A the inclusion. Denote 
the corresponding elements under the suspension s by sL, = {ad, a7, a6, all, alo, a19, 
al& bl(j, b24, 628 }. Define @ : A + Sk by @ = S 0 8 and r: SL + A by r= 10 S-1. 
Construct he tensor algebra T(sL) with the (natural) product J,. Denote by I the 
two-sided ideal of 7’(sll) generated by Im (9 (J ($6~ $) L’ $) 0 (Ker g). I%,rt x = nSr,)//, 
thatis,X=Z&,bi}/I (i=4,6,7, 10, 11, 18, 19; j= 16,24,28),andIisgener- 
ated by 
la@ b,,1 + a;1 3 [a10’ b,,l + a1C)a7’ ia(j’ b241 + alla19’ 
e 
2t 
“10’ b28] + a19’ 
where Ix, _v] = XJ’ + yx. 
(2.3) dai = ;ioi = 0 for all i , 
dbl, =: Jb,, = agall + uloa7 , 
dbar = db, = agal + ~a, , 
db28 = dbzs = qOtqg + a18all . 
We introduce weight in W by putting 
(2.4) A 
x3 
2 
*3 5 
2 
5 
2 
“9 x9 “17 55 ‘23 x27 
x a4 47 a() all “10 a19 %I 16 b b24 %i 
weight 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
Define filtration F, = (x 1 weight x G r ). 
Put I?0 W = Ci Fi/Fi_ I. Then WC have from (2.2) that a(Fi) C Fi and E, W is 
acyclic, and hence W is acyclic. Thus we have 
Corollary 2.6. H(X : a = Ker g/Jrn a 3 CotorA (2,) 2,). 
The differential operator d’ on x is given by (2.3). 
Notation. K = (4,6,7, 10, 18, 19 ). 
Then by a routine but tedious calcl:Ltion we obtain the following set of genera- 
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tors of CotorA(Z2, Z2): 
(2.7) (xi for iE K and i=34,35,66,67;y+ forj= 16,24,28}, 
wherexi= Iai) CoriEK) 
‘34 = @18%6 +*10b24 +a6b28j ’ 
‘35 = ta19b16 +‘11b24 +‘lb2d ’ 
x66 = blob& + a18bi4 I ) 
x67 = (a, lb;, + al&, 1 3 
Y4j = Ib! I for j = 16,24,28. 
Theorem 2.8. As a Z2-algebra 
A 
Cotor (~2~~2)‘~2[~4~~6~~7~~~0,~~~,x~~~xlg,x34, 
X3S,X66,X67,Y64,Y96r-h12~~R 
where R is the idealgenerated by 
(2.9) x6xll +‘10’7’ ‘6’19 +‘lf$=/’ x~059 +x,8$, 
X-:1 
2 2 3 2 
+x19x7’ ‘11’19’ ‘19’ ‘7’34 +x6x35+xl9xll’ 
xl lx34 
2 
+xlOx35 +x7xl9’ “19*34 +“18”35’ xllx35 2 +x$6,. 
x19x:5 
2 
+‘11’67’ x:9x67v x*;4 + X:8)‘64 + ‘b96 +X;Y*p 
4 4 
‘$5 +x19&i4 +*lly96 +x;yll2’ x 
2 
ii6 +x10-512 + ‘:81’96 3 
2 2 
‘%7 +xllh12 +‘lfl96 ’ 
The remainder of the section isa preparation for Section 3. 
Let k be a field, Xi (1 G i < n) be indeterminates with deg Xi =: 2di > 0 and 
A = k[X, , . . . . X,J a graded algebra over k. Let M = $0 M,- be a graded k-module of
tinite type. Then we define the Poincare’ series of M by 
PS(M) =E(rankk Mi)t’~Z[ [t]] . 
t;or two power series E = C ei $, F = 2l ,fi ti WC define E F if ei < f’i for all i. Then 
the following is Lemma 2.6 of [ 161. 
Lemma 2.10. If M is a finitely generated graded module over A, thert PS(M) is of the 
form P(t)/I$!., (1 - t2di) where et) E Z [t] . 
R, (cf. [X) ‘b, and so by (1 ‘b we have 
66e xQa are intcgrai over the subalgebra 
in (2.7), and it is a finite module over 
Ropodtion 2.12. 
dim(coloP(lz, Z2); Z,)G 10 * 
In general, et G be a compact Lie group. Embed 6 into U(m with a sufficiently 
large as a closed subgroup. Then H*(BG; k) is a finite module over the polynomial 
algebra with a finite number of generators H*(BU(AQ; k), which is Koetherian and 
hence so is W*( BG ; k). Therefore H*(BG; k) is finitely generated (cf. 123) . 
Since the Eilenberg- Moore spectral sequence converges to H*(M, ; 2, ), we ob- 
tain 
dim(Coto&Z,. Zz); Z,)> dim(H*(W, : Z2); Z2). 
Proposition 2.13. 
dim(H*(BI$;Z$;Z,)< 10 l - 
Remark 2.14. Let p be a prime and G a compact Lie group. Denote by I,,(G) the 
dimension of a maximal dimensional elementary p-group of G. Then 
dim(H*(BC;Zp>;ZP) = $,(G) e 
(See [ 151, also (16, Corollary 7.81.) 
Leti:E6-+E7 be the inclusion in Section l_ Then the following is clear from 
Proposition 1 .I : 
Proposition 3.1. i* : H*(W.j ; 2,) + H*(BE6 ; 2,) is arr isomo~hism for * < 7 artd 
H*(BEi; 2,) s 22 124, fe] for * < 7 (i = 6,7), where 26 = Sq X4. 
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Let g’ : To6 -+ E6 (resp. go : To7 + E7) be the inclusion of a maximal torus of Es 
(resp. E7). We may suppose that To6 C To7 and denote by E : To6 + To7 the inclusion. 
Then we obtain a commutative diagram: 
T ATO’ ob 
Lemma 3.3. g’*(.Q # 0 for g’* : H*(BF ; Z2) -+ H*(BTg ; Z,). 
Proof is clear from Lemma 6.15 of [ 111 .
Let g : T7 + E7 be the inclusion of an (arbitrary) maximal torus. 
Lemi qa 3.4. g*&) # 0 for g * : H*(BE7 ; Z,) + H*(BT7 ; Z,). 
Proof. It suffices to show the lemma for go : To7 + E7, since all maximal tori are con- 
jugate by [ 11. Consider the following commutative diagram induced from (3.2) 
H*(BE,; Z,) 
i* 
- H*(BE,; Z,) 
(3.2)’ I 
‘* g I g6 
H*(BT,6; Z,) 
E* 
- H*(BT;; Z,) . 
Lemma 3.3 implies e*g@6) = g’*i*@,) # 0 and hence go*&) # 0. Cl 
Corollary 3.5. Let U be a subgroup of maximal rank of ET and h : U + E7 be the inclu- 
sion. Then h*&) -f 0. 
As is well known, the center of ET s Z2? 
Notation. Ad E7 = E71Z2. 
Lemma 3.6. [7, p.2 191. Ad E7 has a subgroup 0 satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) uisof local typeD6 X A,, 
(2) the center of u = Z2. 
(See also [6] .) 
Therefore we have 
Corollary 3.7. E7 has a closed, connected subgroup U satisfying the following condi- 
trbns: 
(1)’ U is of local type D6 X A 1, 
(2)’ 771 (u) 2 Z,. 
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In fact, the l-connected form of D, X A 1 is Spin(l2) X Sp(l), the center of which 
is (2~)~. 
Remark 3.8. In general, the center of Spin(4n) is Z, @ Z2, of which there are three 
subgroups of order 2. The quotient group by one of them is So(4rz). The quotient 
groups by the other two are isomorphic to each other as Lie groups and are called 
semi-spin group, denoted by Ss(4n), (cf. 14, pp. 330-33 1 ] ). 
Then Corollary 3.7 implies that one of the following is true: 
(3.8.1) 
(3.8.2) 
(3.8.3) 
The 
E7 has a subgroup Spin( 12), 
U= SO(l2) x Sp(l), 
ug Ss(l2) x Sp(1). 
purpose of this section is to show I 
Proposition 3.9. E7 contains a subgroup Spin( 12). 
In fact, we show that (3.8.2) and (3.8.3) do not occur. 
Lemma 3.10. (3.8.2) does not occur. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.13 and Remark 
Sp(1)) = 12. This is a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 3.11. (3.8.3) does not occur. 
Proof. Recall from [4, pp. 330-33 1 ] 
2.14, 12(ET/) < 10. Meanwhile, Z1(S0(12) X
(3.12) H*(Ss( 12); Z2) z Z, [x] /(x4) for * < 5 with deg x = 1. 
Suppose that (3.8.3) be true. Then it is easy to see 
(3.13) H*(BU; Z2) s Z, Iv,, y3, cl*] for * G 5 with degyi = i and deg 91 - 4, 
where Sq’ql = 0 for i= 1,2 and Sqlyz =y3. 
Let j : T7 + U be the inclusion of a maximal torus, h : U + E7 the inclusion. Put 
g=hq’: T7+U+E7.Thenh*(~4)=~y$+/3~1 withoJEZ2.ByLemma3.1 and 
by the naturality we have 
h*(Q = h*(Sq2i4) = Sq2(c$ + p91) = LYY$ , 
and hence g*(Z,) = j*h*(&,) = 0, since j*y3 = 0 for j*: H*(BU; Z,) + H*(BT7 ; 2$). 
This contradicts to Lemma 3.4. Cl 
4. H*(BE, ; Z,) for * < 63 
In this section we prove that the Eilenberg--Moore spectral sequence with Z,- 
coefficient associated with E7 collapses for degrees < 63. 
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Lemma 4.1. 
H*(BSpin(l2); Z,) 
= 2, [w4, w(,, w7, w8, wl()’ w12’ w12] w10w7 + “llw6 
R33 
where deg Wi = i, deg e&# = 64 and 
3 2 
R33 = wll 
2 3 
+ wllw7w4 + wllw8w7 + w12w7 l 
This is Theorem 6.5 of [ 141. The relation R33 follows by applying the Wu-formula 
for R17 = WlOW7 t WllW6. 
Denote by J/ : Spin( 12) + E7 the inclusion considered in Section 3. Then the pair 
(G, H) = (E7, Spin( 12)) satisfies the hypothesis that rank G - rank H = 1 of Proposition 
5.3 of [I 11. So we obtain 
Lemma 4.2. #*(X4) = w4 for $ * : H4(BE7 ; Z2) + H4(BSpin( 12); Z2). 
Definition. We define the elements of H*(BE7 ; Z2) as follows: 
i6 = sq234 ) il8 = Sq’flO , 
%34 = s$%l, , 
Xl1 = sq’n,, , z3s = sq1z34 . 
We put WI = e*(jE;i) E H’(BSpin( 12) ; Z2) . 
Then by the Wu-formula (see 15.7 of [5] ), 
Lemma 4.3. 
W; = wi for i = 6,7, 10, 11, 
$8 = w12w6 + w10w8 3 
w;9 =W12W7 + WllW8 5 
w& = (w12w6 + wl()w8)w; + (w12w7 + w11”8)(wfjw7 + wllw4J 
I 
2 
t wfow4 t WlOW8W6 ? 
w& = 2 (Wl2W7 + M’~lw8)w8 + w 11 w low8w6+w2 w w 10 8 7’ 
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NotationJIG {4,6,7,10, 11, 18, 19,34,35) = K U {34,35 1 . 
Lemma 4.4. pi represents Xi for all i EM in Em(E7). 
Proof. Clearly pi (i E K) is in the transgressive image and it represents Xi in Em(E7). 
By Lemma 4.3 the elements 234 and x35 are not decomposable and so x34 and xj5 
are permanent cycles, since they are not written as a sum of the monomials of ele- 
ments of lower degree (see Lemma 4.7 below). 0 
Thus we have shown 
Theorem 4.5. The Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence (E,&), dr ) collapses for 
degrees < 63. 
Corollary 4.6. For degrees G 63 
(l)H*(BET; 2,) 2 CotorA(Z2, 2,) as modules, 
(2) H*(BE, ; 2,) is generated by X4 over d2. 
Remark 4.7. Put 
z34 = 334 + 3*9z1 1x4 + $()x4 t $p10X6 . 
Put & = Sq%34. Then 
Thus we may take 234 and ?s5 as generators in place of X34 and Z35 respectively. 
Definition. We define the elements as follows: 
fe6 = Sq32?34 and X67 = Sq’x,, in H*(BE7; Z,) , 
wk6 = $*(2& and w;i7 = $ *(.?& in H*(BSpin( 12) ; Z2) . 
Denote by P the ideal of H*(BSpin(l2); Z,) generated by Wi (i= 4,6,7, 12) and 
e64 9 
Remark 4.8. (1) Sqiwlz EP for any i._ 
(2) Sq’w, E P for any i # 4 and Sq’w7 E ~11 mod I’. 
In the below E stands for “congruent modP”. 
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We have 
W;6 =, sq32(wlow; t w1 l wiw7) 
= sq32(w10w;) + SqZ8(w, 1 w;> sq4w, 
= sq’0w,,sq*2w; t sq9w1()sq23,; + sq8w10sq24w; 
= sq8w,,sq24w; = wl*w; , 
since the relations Sq’wa f Sq6ws f 0 and sc$wl~ E wl()w8 imply that Sq 22 3’0 
and Sq23wi E 0. Hence wk7 E w1 1 wi, since 5 l lP C P holds. 
w8 - 
Put I?, = H*(BSpin( 12); Z,)/P and let 71 : “Wpin( 12); Z2) + R0 be the canon- 
ical projection. Put 
;3;=no 9”: H*(BE,;Z,)-+H*(LQ.~.(l2);Z,)+R,. 
Clearly $ is a ring homomorphism and R, s ZZ(W~, wlo, wll] /(w!~). Then it is easy 
to see 
bmma 4.9. 
(1)li;(2i)=Of0riz4,6,7, 
(2) $(zj)= wi forj= 10,11, 
(3) $(zk) = wk_8wg for k = 18, 19, 
(4) $(;r,) = $(Z,) = Wm_24W$ for m = 34,35, 
(5) $(?,) = w,,_56w; for n = 6667. 
Corollary 4.10. (1)‘The elements X34 and Z3S can not be a sum of monomials Of 2i, 
i< 19. 
(2) The elements &j6 and 367 can not be a sum of monomials Of Xi, i < 35. 
5. A complex representation 
The following is well known: 
Proposition 5.1. Let H be a normal subgroup of a compact, connected, simple Lie 
group G. Then either H C Center G, or H = G. 
Consider the complex representation X(56) : E7 * U(56) corresponding to the 
dominant root (weight) of E7 (cf. [8], [9]). Then by the above proposition 
Ker A(56) C Center G, since X(56) is not trivial. 
According to Borel-Siebenthal [7], E, contains a closed, connected subgroup H 
of local type A 7. 
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Remark. H = SU@)/cent r-al subgroup. 
Lemma 5.2. Center H 3 Center E,. 
In fact, Center H = n(max. torus of H) 
2 n(max. torus of E7) = Center E,. 
We embed SU(7) C SU(8) as A + (t : ) . 
This embedding induces an inclusion $ : SU(7) + H, where Im $ n Center H = 
{unit }. The composite map 
AC%) 
X : SU(7) 2 H C E7 - U(56) 
is injective. Thus we obtain the following 
Lemma 5.3. H*(BSU(7) ; Z2) is a finite H*(BU(56) ; Z2)-module under the homo- 
morphism X * : H*(BU(S6); Z,) + H*(BSU(7); Z,). 
Recall that 
H*(BU(n); Z2) = Z, [c;, . . . . cX] , 
H*(BSU(nk Z2) = Z&2, . . ..c.J , 
where deg ci = deg ei = 2i. 
Notation. (1) Denote by I the ideal of H*(BSU(7); Z2) generated by Ci (i = 2,3,5). 
(2) Denote by Ji the ideal of H*(BU(56); Z2) generated by C; (1 Gi G i)* 
The Wu-formula indicates 
Lemma 5.4. I is invariant under the #l2-action. 
Lemma 5.5. H”(BU(56); Z2) is generated by c; (i = 1,2,4,8, 16,32) over 942. 
Theorem 5.6. (1) X*ci E I for any i < 3 1. 
(2) X*C;~ &I, actual& X%52 E ct modl. 
Proof. (I) Let (b : SU(7) %H C E, be the composite of @’ and the inclusion. Then 
we may put $*&) = yc2 with y E Z2 for the homomorphism @* : H*(BE7 ; Z,) -+ 
H*(BSU(7); Z,). So Im $* for degrees < 63 is contained in 1 by Lemma 5.4, since 
H*(BE, ; Z2) for degrees G 63 is generated by 3, over d 2. Hence x”c’i E I for any 
i G 3 1, since X*ci E Im #*. 
(2) Suppose >.*c;~ E I. By Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5 we deduce X*ci E I for all i. 1 nis, 
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however, contradicts to Lemma 5.3. Hence X*c& 4 I. So we put 
A*c;2 - 
2 3 =alc;c4 + a2c7c6 + a&c6ci + a&i + a& mod I 
By the Wu-formula 
with ai E 2,. 
32 ’ 
‘q (‘16+i ) ~ C;2+i mod J16 for 1 Gig 16, 
Sq2ic;2 z C;2+i mod .Isl for 1 < i< 32. 
Thus X*(C;z+i) E I for I G i< 16 by (l), and hence Sq2%* C&J EI for 1 < i< 16. 
Meanwhile the relations: 
Sq2’c7 El (i= IJ), 
sq2c(j ,E c7 mod I, 
Sq2c, s 0, Sq2c4 E c6 mod I, 
sq2’+’ cj = 0 for any i, 
are used in the following computation: 
3 2 Sq2(X*(c;,)) 3 a2c7c6 + a3cf4 3 3 G 0 mod I implies a2 = a3 = 0, 
and then 
Sq4(A*(c;2)) 2 a& s 0 mod I implies a1 = 0, 
and then 
Sq8(X*(c;,)) s a4 (ct ci + ~$3 0 mod I implies a4 = 0. 
Thus x*42 8 = a&, which implies X*ci2 E c4 mod I, since h*ci2 $ I. 0 
Remark 5.7. (1) According to Borel- Hirzebruch [6], 
H s SU(S)/Z, . 
(2) Proposition 5.3 of [ 1 I ] says that #*$ := 9. 
6. Collapsing of the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence 
First consider the element ye4 in the E2(E7)-term of the Eilenberg-Moore spectral 
sequence of Section 2. 
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Proposition 6.1. &j4 is a permanent cycle and represented by A(%)*c;~ . 
Proof. By Theorem 5.6 the element A*& is not decomposable in I, and hence not 
in Im @*. So X(S6)“c;2 is not decomposable in H*(B&; Z,). D 
Lemma 6.2. If the element of degree 66 or 67 in H*(BE, ; Z2) is decomposable, it is 
a sum of monomials of the elements Zi, i EM. 
Proof. In degrees < 65 the elements %i, i EM, and 964 are the generators of H*(BE7 ; Z,) 
as a ring. Meanwhile, the element of degree 66 or 67 does not contain 764 = h(65)*cb2. Cl 
Then Lemma 6.2 together with Lemma 4.7 gives 
Corollary 6.3. The elements x66 and x67 are permanent cycles and represented by 
366 and f6, respectively. 
Notation. Denote by Ki the ideal of H*(BSU(7); Z2) generated by ci, 2 <j < i. 
By the Wu-formula 
(6.4) A*c; E K, 
whence we obtain 
(6.5) x’cj: E K, 
we have 
for any i < 47 and A*& f ci mod KS, 
for any i G 55 and A*“& f c; mod K6 . 
Therefore the elements X(56)*ci for i = 48,56 are not decomposable. 
Definition. Define X(56)*cj: = jj2i for i = 48,56. 
Then it is easy to see 
hoposition 6.6. The elements yg6 and y 1 1 2 are permanent cycles and represented 
by j& and jj 1 1 2 respectively. 
Notation. Denote by D the ideal generated by the decomposable lements. 
Remark 6.7.996 3 sq32p64 mod D, 
pll2 - @59, mod D. 
Summing up the above results, 
Theorem 6.8. The Eilenberg- Moore spectral sequence for E, with Z2 -coefjkien t 
282 
collapses. Hence 
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H*(BE,; Z2) s &to~-~(Z~, Z2) as modules, , 
I 
where A = H*(E7; Z2). 
By an easy calculation we have 
Corollary 6.9. As algebras overs4 2 H*(BE, ; Z2) is generated by g4 and ye4 and there 
hold the relations: 
z6 = S& ) Xe6 f Sq32X34 mod D , 
x1() = SC& +x6x4 ) j$, G Sq32j,4 mod D , 
zT18 = sq%,,, jjI12 E Sq16j$, mod D, 
z34 = SC+%,, , 3 i+l = Sq’Ri for i= 10, 18,34,66. 
Remark 6.10. (1) There is a relation in H*(BE, ; Z,): 
q()37 +q& = 0 ) 
which is obtained by applying $*. 
(2) All the relations in H*(BE7; Z2) are obtained over 95 from this relation and 
from the relation in H 132(BE7; Z2) corresponding to x& = 4039 12 
2 +xlfjy96 in the 
EJE+term. 
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